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EVERY STUDENT IS AN

INDIVIDUAL

EVERY STUDENT HAS A VOICE

EVERY STUDENT HAS A REAL

CHOICE FOR THEIR FUTURE

Welcome to PA Collegiate. 

We are a small high school with a huge

heart. 

We pride ourselves in creating strong

relationships with students and

families. 

At PA Collegiate, 

AT PA Collegiate, 

YOU BELONG!

PRINCE
ALBERT

COLLEGIATE

45 20th Street West 

Prince Albert, SK 

S6V 4E9

306-763-6485

@pacollegiate 

www.pa.srsd119.ca

ABOUT

CONTACT US
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Our Performing Arts programs excel

in providing students with

confidence, strength, and

character.

Students in Dance, Drama, Music,

& Visual Arts create and they

explore their imaginations on the all

stages, developing a sense of

belonging and community. 

We embrace culture and learn about each

other through sharing and talking. Our

students have cultural opportunities

with weekly smudges and sharing circles

with our in-house Elder. 

 

Prince Albert Collegiate is an active

participant in Follow Their Voices, with the

goal of integrating First Nation, Inuit, and

Metis culture into our classrooms.
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TEAMPACI  Bears athletics compete at a high

level  and develop skills and character

through various sports, such as

basketball, volleyball, badminton, and

much more. Our programs continue to be

successful every year, focusing on

inclusion and teamwork. 

ACADE
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Students at Prince Albert Collegiate

benefit and engage in specialized areas of

instruction and curriculum. 

 

Students in grade 9, 10, 11 & 12 have an

array of choices  in many subject areas

that will help develop successful careers

beyond the classroom and ignite personal 

 lifelong passions. 

PRIDE
Prince Albert Collegiate has an illustrious

history and continues to create lifelong

memories for past, present, and future

students.

 

We strive to provide a safe, effective learning

environment for all students and graduation is

our collective goal. 

 

Our goal is to prepare all of our students for the

next stage of their life. Success is measured by

the expectations the students place upon

themselves. 

 

PA Collegiate strives to support the students

to reach every  goal and expectation they set.

 

 


